
  

Bloomberg Training Session 

Sept 17th, 530pm – 8pm 

The Carey Business School Finance Club is kicking off its ambitious series of 2008-2009 

training sessions with a demonstration about how to use Bloomberg machines to glean valuable 

financial data. The Bloomberg machines provide current business news, stock quotes, financial 

data and information about international markets. The event is scheduled for mid-September and 

the date and time will be finalized soon.  

   

WHY:  

The ability to obtain data quickly is vital to financial professionals. Top investment banks and 

accounting firms use Bloomberg terminals to make crucial decisions and shape financial strategies 

by using information about the world’s stock markets. Experience with Bloomberg terminals is a 

highly sought after attribute for investment industry employers who are recruiting prospective 

employees. Familiarity with Bloomberg terminals is especially valuable to financial services firms. 

The training provides students with practical skills, knowledge and experience in Bloomberg 

products and ideally will give Carey Business School finance students and alumni a much desired 

advantage in an increasingly competitive job market. 

  WHERE:  

The event will be held at the Bloomberg office in Washington DC at 1399 New York Ave NW. 

Finance Club members who RSVP before the cut off limit is reached will be instructed to go the 

security desk in the Bloomberg lobby and have the attendant on duty direct you to take the 

elevator to the 11th floor. Once inside the Bloomberg office, attendees obtain a visitor badge from 

the security desk and follow directions to the training room. 

  COURSES:  

A list of recommended courses that you should complete before you take any advanced training at 

Bloomberg features: 1) Basic Introduction / Navigation 2) Global Macroeconomics Analysis and 

3) Downloading Bloomberg Data into Excel 

  If you are interested in becoming certified for Bloomberg seminars, please ask the instructor for 

details about the Bloomberg Certification Program. 

   OUR BLOOMBERG TERMINAL:  

Johns Hopkins has a Bloomberg terminal in the nation’s Capital at the Washington Resource 

Center on the ground floor of the Bernstein Offit Building at 1717 Massachusetts Ave., NW. The 

terminal is located in the building’s library. Instructions are available at the terminal to help you 

register for training. Registration is required and the spots typically fill up fast. The terminal has a 

schedule of courses that are updated every month. 

 


